Dear Reader

All the publications covered in this index were released by Indicator SA between 1982-1994. Our growing list of titles covers comprehensively the dramatic spectrum of social, political and economic issues facing the new South Africa.

Indicator SA is an independent publisher located in the Centre for Social and Development Studies at the University of Natal. We publish informed analysis by prominent commentators on contemporary national affairs. We reach a wide readership by producing easy-to-read publications which make available original research, data and in-depth commentary.

Indicator SA offers a unique information service to an influential subscriber base. Over the past decade, our publications have won national and international acclaim for providing astute, balanced coverage of change and conflict in South Africa.

Our publications are attractively presented, with illustrations, tables, text and easy reader summaries. All the single issues indexed here may be ordered from Indicator SA by direct mail at Indicator SA, University of Natal, King George V Ave, Durban 4001, or by fax on (031) 260 2359. An annual subscription service is also available, as well as various special offers (see insert).

We look forward to hearing from you soon

Karen Mac Gregor, Editor
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Arthington L In the land of Canaan. Vol8/No3, RM: 47.


Fourie C Administering shack settlements: Squatter problems with regional services councils. Servicing the Nation, EM: 64.


INKATHA see also Indaba, KwaZulu, Nataal Conflict


Dhomo O The 'Indaba' & 'Outsiders'. New Frontiers, IF: 42.


Mar G Last chance, limited option, or no-go? New Frontiers, IF: 18.
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40
Indicator SA has achieved an enviable reputation for skilled, in-depth research ... its impartiality and accuracy are acknowledged. Indicator occupies a unique position in the information supply in our rapidly changing society.
(Natal Mercury)

... a prestigious research publication.
(Sunday Times)

Indicator SA, an authoritative academic journal that attempts to come to terms with the facts behind what are otherwise emotive political issues.
(Business Day)

That absolutely indispensable publication ...
(Cape Times)

Indicator SA stands by the quality of editorial analysis and in-depth data it provides of current socio-economic trends ... such independent coverage has become essential for the serious business reader ...
(Finance Week)

... the authoritative Indicator SA.
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Indicator SA is an informative, non-propagandistic and jargon-free quarterly monitor of South African trends. A good source for up-to-date statistics and pithy analysis.
(Heribert Adam, The Negotiated Revolution)
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